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CONFIRMED 2021 COVID-19
CASES AT UCONN STORRS
as of 4:46 p.m. on Feb. 22

*positive test results

43

Current Residential Cases
(positive/symptomatic)

121 Cumulative
Residential
Cases*
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Cumulative
168 Commuter Cases* 142

Cumulative
Staff Cases*

Racism, mental health issues define USG Presidential Debate
USG Election Coverage
by Daniel Drainville
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
daniel.drainville@uconn.edu

In a debate held Tuesday night,
the six presidential and vice-presidential candidates for the University of Connecticut Undergraduate
Student Government gathered over
Zoom to discuss their platforms.
For the three presidential tickets
involved in the annual event, key
topics ranged from race to mental
health to COVID-19 safety.
The presidential candidates first
discussed the importance of mental health resources on campus.
They all agreed there needs to be
an increase in resources devoted to
ensuring the mental well-being of
UConn students, and that mental
health and academics go hand-inhand.
USG
presidential
candidate
Christine Jorquera, a sixth-semester psychology and human rights
double-major, said students are
feeling “more than burnt out” from
the stress of online classes. Jorquera
said she’s looking forward to pushing through a mental health crisis-friendly dean’s excuse.
“Students shouldn’t feel like they
have to prioritize an exam or going
to class instead of dealing with their
mental health at that moment,” said
Jorquera. “As a society we’re con-

stantly pushing for productivity,
and we’re constantly validating that
more than our own sense of wellness
and our own sense of just being okay
with ourselves as we are right now.”
Another key topic of Tuesday’s
debate was the newly added chief
diversity officer (CDO) position,
whose goal is to ensure a culture of
inclusion and diversity within USG.
Candidates unanimously said they
will hold this position to a high standard.
USG presidential candidate Mason Holland, working with the CDO,
hopes he can fix an apparent “cultural problem” within the organization.
“USG does have a cultural problem. There is a culture of toxicity, of
elitism, and that’s something that
perforates through the institution,”
said Holland. “I want to work with
the CDO, to make sure that the supporting guidelines are strengthened
and protections are increased for
students that don’t have a voice in
USG. There needs to be protection
for students in order to feel safe.”
Continuing on with the topic of
race, candidates commented on a recent increase in hate speech on campus, and how they would lead USG
to create a more safe and inclusive
environment.
USG presidential candidate Nicholas Xenophontos said he believes
USG should not be the ones leading
in terms of handling these situations, but instead should lend their
resources and help in any way they

can. Xenophontos also said that the
university should work on adding
courses to educate students about
issues of race and expand on the
one-credit university course on anti-Black racism, which has been offered this past semester.
“If we really want to step up and
stop these things that have been
happening for some reason, we need
to be addressing the culture more so
than the reaction afterwards,” said
Xenophantos.
Finally, the candidates had widely
differing opinions on what it would
mean to defund the UConn Police Department, with the majority
agreeing that a change – whether it
be monetary or a reallocation of resources from police to mental health
services – must happen.
USG vice-presidential candidate
Noel Mitchel said he thinks that
when it comes to defunding the police, he would not opt for an outright
defunding, although he does not
rule it out of the question. Rather,
his ticket would delegate and reconfigure resources toward institutions
that are supporting students.
“I think there’s a huge disconnect
between UCPD and students,” said
Mitchel. “There’s a lot of lack of trust
that’s happening, and we would
like to work with UCPD in building
these workshops and programs to
really help get the relationship between UCPD and the UConn campus a lot better.”
Meanwhile, Holland’s and Xeno-

Christine Jorquera and Noel Mitchell are running for USG president
and vice president respectively. They both particpated in the USG
presidential and vice-presidential debate on Tuesday night. SCREENSHOTS PROVIDED BY WRITER

phantos’s tickets took a more firm
stance, saying that they would defund UCPD.
The debate closed with candidates
acknowledging the importance of
this election for the student body,

and emphasized communication
between UConn students and those
running for the presidency.
“To be frank, this election is not
about us,” Holland said. “This is
about you. We are running for you.”

UConn to allow in-person campus visits for accepted students
by Amanda Kilyk
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
amanda.kilyk@uconn.edu

On Tuesday, the University of
Connecticut Official Communications Department sent out an email
to notify students that beginning
March 1, the university is preparing
to invite accepted students to tour
the Storrs campus in-person, after
almost a year of solely virtual campus tours.
Nathan Fuerst, the Vice President
of Enrollment Planning and Management, said this initiative will be
done in a very limited manner.
“As we begin, we will only be inviting admitted students for the fall

2021 term. The reopening of visitation programs will be outdoor only,
starting at the UConn Bookstore,”
Fuerst said in the email. “Admitted students and their families
will explore the exterior spaces of
the Storrs campus guided in small
groups.”
Emphasizing the importance of
public health and safety, Fuerst
noted that the Office of Enrollment
Planning and Management has
been working very closely with
public health experts to determine
the best way to safely approach
on-campus visitation. Safety measures will include requiring visitors
to maintain physical distance and
wear masks.

“We have worked very closely
with our experts in environmental health and safety, public safety
and the State Department of Public
Health and have established protocols to ensure we keep our community safe,” Fuerst said. “As the
public health situation evolves, we
will exercise the decision to curtail
or cease visitations, should the circumstances warrant this move.”
This in-person campus visitation
option for accepted students will
only be offered at the Storrs campus, according to the email.
“The robust virtual visitation
programs include offerings for the
Avery Point, Hartford, Stamford
and Waterbury campuses, and re-

“We believe this
opportunity for
engagement for our
admitted students will
have a tremendous
influence on the
students’ college
selection process.”
NATHAN FUERST, VICE PRESIDENT
OF ENROLLMENT PLANNING AND
MANAGEMENT

opening of in-person visitations will
not yet begin at these locations,”
Fuerst said in the email.
Fuerst reiterated that the ability to tour the campus in-person is
extremely important for incoming
students when determining the
school they will attend in the fall.
“We believe this opportunity for
engagement for our admitted students will have a tremendous influence on the students’ college selection process,” Fuerst said. “It’s been
nearly a year since visitors were allowed to take part in a formal tour
program, and we want our admitted
students to see our amazing campus
and learn about the incredible opportunities that UConn offers.”

Controversial UConn free speech petition calls for more speech protection
by Isabella Warren
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
isabella.warren@uconn.edu

Earlier this month, a University
of Connecticut student posted a
petition campaigning for stronger
free speech protection at UConn,
addressed to UConn and the Undergraduate Student Government.
Isadore Johnson, a UConn training director and creator of the petition, called for UConn to adopt the
Chicago Statement, a free speech
policy statement produced by the
Committee on Freedom of Expression at the University of Chicago,
according to a Fire.org article.
Johnson was inspired to create
this petition after witnessing discrimination against Trudi Bird, an
adjunct within UConn’s English
department.
“I have taught business writing
(ENGL1012W) at UConn out of the

For more...

English department at UConn for
many years. I also taught an analogous course through the school of
business for more than a full year,”
Bird said in an email. “I have been
cut from the roster, my only earned
income, because of alleged and
adjudicated prejudicial religious
actions and behavior against a student.”
According to Forbes Magazine,
the University of Chicago released
the “Report on Free Expression,”
now known as the “The Chicago
Statement” in 2015 to argue for free
expression.
“Fundamental commitment to
the principle that debate or deliberation may not be suppressed
because the ideas put forth are
thought by some or even by most
members of the University community to be offensive, unwise, immoral or wrong-headed,” the report
said..

dailycampus.com

Johnson’s petition had 97 signatures as of Tuesday afternoon. A
petition update from Feb. 21 clarified the usage of petition signatures
as well as thanked supporters of
the petition.
“I’m planning on using this list
of names to sponsor legislation that
says what this petition says verbatim,” Johnson wrote, “A lot of people have expressed frustration with
free expression, and your signature
means a lot to many who feel scared
of signing, themselves. You’re making a really big difference.”
Glenn Prushinski, a fourth semester economics and political science double major and the UConn
College Republicans Vice President, said that his organization welcomes the free speech discourse.
“We support USG’s free speech
resolution that calls on the university to adopt the principles
of the Chicago Statement,” said
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Prunhinski, “I also testified last
Thursday in front of the Higher
Education and Employment Advancement Committee at the CT
General Assembly in favor of H.B.
5108, An Act Requiring Institutions
of Higher Education to Establish a
Policy Regarding Free Speech On
Campus.”
Michael Cerulli, President of the
Connecticut College Democrats,
also testified in favor, according to
an email from Prushinski, and both
the UConn College Republicans
and the Connecticut College Democrats hope to work together on the
issue in the future.
In the 2017 UConn’s “Report of
the Task Force on Free Speech and
Civility,” free speech limitations
were discussed and upheld. The report was carried by former UConn
President Susan Herbst, and was
reaffirmed by current President
Thomas Katsouleas.
The Daily Campus
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“The University of Connecticut is
permitted to, and will, limit expression in order to protect public safety and the rights of others,” the task
force wrote. “This includes expression that is defamatory, threatening
or invades individual privacy. Protected speech may also be reasonably regulated as to the time, place,
and manner of the expression.”
The 2017 report, which was unanimously approved by the UConn
senate, also included limitations on
freedom of speech based on bias related incidents and discriminatory
hate speech.
“Bias related incidents, as defined
in this protocol, are not tolerated at
the University of Connecticut and
individuals who are victims of bias
related incidents may be protected
through the Student Code and Connecticut laws related to discrimination, harassment or intimidation
based on bigotry or bias.”

Tweet of the Day
TACOBELLA
@Rico_nastyy
I will never tell another joke
again.
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UConn students react to spring break policy

Out of 650 participants, 54% of participants wanted no week off and instead want to end the semester two weeks early. The poll about spring break was conducted on UConn’s
subreddit. PHOTO BY ERIC WANG, /ASSOCIATE VIDEO EDITOR/ THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Samuel Katz

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
samuel.katz@uconn.edu

Following the procedure of the
fall semester, the University of
Connecticut plans for on-campus
students to return home permanently at the start of spring break,
delayed until April 11. According
to a poll on the UConn subreddit,
on-campus students have mixed
feelings towards the policy.

The poll asked 650 participants whether they would like
to skip spring break and end the
semester earlier, or to follow the
University’s current plan of a
shorter, later break.
The poll currently sits at 54%
of students against the university policy, wanting to have no
week off, but end the semester
earlier.
In the comments of the Reddit
poll, students recounted their

experiences with the similar fall
semester break, some citing it as
their reason for supporting no
spring break, such as a lack of
steady internet access at home
compared to Storrs.
“Honestly it feels like all of the
COVID stuff they do is done with
the intent of decreasing liability
at the cost of a student’s college
experience,” Caitlin Jenkins, a
sixth-semester civil engineering
major said via Reddit.

Police Blotter
All individuals charged with a crime are
innocent until proven guilty. All information
is provided by public records released by the
UConn Police Department.

bed. His bond was set at $2,500 and his
court date was Feb. 22.

Feb. 20

Carli Arbon, 20, of Syracuse, New York,
was charged with third-degree assault and
third-degree criminal mischief. Police responded to a complaint of a physical alteration at Busby Suites. After speaking with
the involved parties, it was determined that
victim one had been in a verbal argument
with Arbon that became physical. Arbon admitted to punching victim one in the side of
the head, causing injury, as well as causing
damage to a pair of headphones belonging to
victim one during the altercation. His bond
was set to $2,500 and his court date was Feb.
22.

Joseph Neubauer, 21, of Hamden, Connecticut, was charged with third-degree
assault and second-degree unlawful restraint. Police responded to a complaint
of a physical alteration at Busby Suites.
After speaking with the involved parties,
it was determined that victim one had
been in a verbal argument with Neubauer
that became physical. Neubauer admitted
to punching victim one in the forehead,
causing injury, as well as physically pinning victim one against the side of his

Feb. 20
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While Jenkins understands
the need to keep the campus safe
from a COVID-19 outbreak, she
believes that the reason is financial, sending students home earlier to cut down on the cost of
maintaining housing.
“I’d rather have a few reading
days sprinkled throughout the
semester than see thousands of
my peers get cheated out of thousands (the cost of room and board
for the two weeks we were on

BIDEN ADMINISTRATION WITHDRAWS
FROM TRANSGENDER ATHLETE CASE
(AP) — The Biden administration
has withdrawn its support for a federal lawsuit in Connecticut that seeks to
ban transgender athletes from participating in girls’ high school sports.
Connecticut allows high school athletes to compete in sports according
to their gender identity. The lawsuit
was filed a year ago by several cisgender runners who argue they have
been deprived of wins, state titles and
athletic opportunities by being forced
to compete against two transgender
sprinters.
The Justice Department and the
Education Department’s Office for
Civil Rights withdrew their support
for the case ahead of a hearing scheduled for Friday on a motion to dismiss
the lawsuit.
The Trump administration’s intervention in the case last year came as
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campus).” she continued.
Other students were happy
to have a spring break, even if it
was pushed further back in the
semester.
“An earlier break would be nice,
but I think we are super lucky to
even get a break,” Abi Young, a
fourth-semester electrical engineering major said. “Some of my
friends at University of New Haven and Central Connecticut State
University don’t have breaks.”

state legislatures around the country
debated restricting transgender athletes’ participation to their gender
assigned at birth. Seventeen states
considered such legislation, and Idaho passed a law. The Republican-controlled Mississippi legislature overwhelmingly approved a similar bill
earlier this month.
Supporters of restrictions on transgender athletes argue that transgender girls, because they were born
male, are naturally stronger, faster
and bigger than those born female.
Last March, then-Attorney General
William Barr signed what is known
as a statement of interest in the Connecticut lawsuit, arguing the state’s
policy runs afoul of Title IX, the federal law that allows girls equal educational opportunities, including in
athletics.
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Southern Baptists oust 2 churches over LGBTQ inclusion

In this Thursday, Feb. 18, 2021 file photo, Pastor Jim Conrad stands in the Towne View Baptist Church in Kennesaw, Ga. In its 2021 meeting, the Southern Baptist Convention’s executive committee voted to oust the church for allowing LGBTQ people to become members of its congregation. PHOTO BY ANGIE WANG, /AP

The Southern Baptist Convention’s executive committee voted
Tuesday to oust four of its churches,
two over policies deemed to be too
inclusive of LGBTQ people and two
more for employing pastors convicted of sex offenses.
The actions were announced at a
meeting marked by warnings from
two top leaders that the SBC, the
largest Protestant denomination in
the United States, was damaging itself with divisions over several critical issues including race.
“We should mourn when closet
racists and neo-Confederates feel
more at home in our churches than
do many of our people of color,” said
the SBC’s president, J.D. Greear, in
his opening speech.
The two churches expelled for
LGBTQ inclusion were St. Matthews Baptist Church in Louisville,
Kentucky, and Towne View Baptist
Church, in Kennesaw, Georgia.
Towne View’s pastor, the Rev. Jim
Conrad, told The Associated Press
last week that he would not appeal
the ouster and plans to affiliate his

church, at least temporarily, with
The Cooperative Baptist Fellowship,
which lets churches set their own
LGBTQ policies.
Towne View began admitting
LGBTQ worshippers as members
in October 2019 after a same-sex
couple with three adopted children
asked Conrad if they could attend,
a decision he defends as the right
thing to do.
“The alternative would have been
to say, ‘We’re probably not ready for
this,’ but I couldn’t do that,” said
Conrad, pastor there since 1994.
St. Matthews Baptist was among
more than 12 churches that lost
their affiliation with the Kentucky
Baptist Convention in 2018 because
they made financial contributions to
the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship,
which had recently lifted a ban on
hiring LGBTQ employees.
SBC officials said West Side Baptist Church in Sharpsville, Pennsylvania, was ousted because it “knowingly employs as pastor a registered
sex offender,” while Antioch Baptist
Church in Sevierville, Tennessee,

has a pastor who was convicted of
statutory rape.
West Side Baptist had made clear
on its website that its pastor, David
Pearson, has a troubled past.
“Over 29 years ago Pastor David
lived as a great sinner and rebel,” the
site says. “But Christ Jesus is a great
Savior! Today Pastor David has
gone from disgrace to amazing grace
and now has served the Lord Jesus
Christ at West Side for 18 years.”
Pearson is listed on Florida’s
sex-offender registry as having been
convicted of sexual assault of a child
in Texas in 1993.
Also on Tuesday’s agenda was a
report by an executive committee
task force about the SBC’s public
policy arm, the Ethics and Religious
Liberty Commission, and its president, the Rev. Russell Moore. Moore
has dismayed some SBC conservatives with various stances — including criticism of former President
Donald Trump and support for a
more welcoming immigration policy.
But the executive committee took

no action on the report, declining
to embrace some recommendations
aimed at reining in Moore’s outspokenness.
The two-day meeting opened
Monday, with a schedule featuring
speeches by Greear and executive
committee president Ronnie Floyd
bemoaning the multiple acrimonious divisions within the denomination.
“This sound of war in the camp of
Southern Baptists is concerning to
me, and I know it is also concerning
to many of you,” Floyd said. “While
we hear and see how the American culture is so out of control, my
friends, our own culture within the
Southern Baptist family is also out
of control.”
Floyd noted that the divisions
mirror ideological, political and racial differences nationwide.
“In this fever-pitch environment,
each of us needs to be very careful
with the words we write, speak,
tweet or post,” he said. “As SBC
leaders and followers of Jesus, our
public behavior matters.”

Greear addressed racial tensions
in the SBC, a longstanding problem
that has recently been rekindled.
Some Black pastors have left the
SBC and others are voicing dismay
over pronouncements by the SBC’s
six seminary presidents — all of
them white — restricting how the
subject of systemic racism can be
taught at their schools.
Going forward, Greear said, Black
Southern Baptists should be included in discussions on this topic,
including the SBC’s stance toward
the concept of Critical Race Theory,
which the seminary presidents repudiated.
“The reality is that if we in the SBC
had shown as much sorrow for the
painful legacy that racism and discrimination has left in our country
as we have passion to decry CRT, we
probably wouldn’t be in this mess,”
Greear said
“Do we want to be a Gospel people, or a Southern culture people?
Which is the more important part of
our name — Southern or Baptist?”

Top board leaders
HHS pick says pandemic is
top job, but agenda is broader resign after deadly
WASHINGTON (AP) — Health
secretary nominee Xavier Becerra told
senators Tuesday that confronting
the coronavirus pandemic will be his
first priority if confirmed, but he also
pledged to expand health insurance,
rein in prescription drug costs and
reduce racial and ethnic disparities in
medical care.
“To meet this moment, we need
strong federal leadership,” Becerra
said at the first of two hearings on his
nomination. “I understand the enormous challenges before us and our
solemn responsibility to faithfully
steward this agency that touches almost every aspect of our lives.”
Becerra now serves as California’s
attorney general and previously represented the Los Angeles area for
more than 20 years in the U.S. House.
A liberal politician-lawyer, he faces
opposition from many GOP senators,
who question his support for abortion
rights and government-run health insurance, along with his lack of a clinical background. However, in the past
25 years, only one medical doctor has
led the Department of Health and Human Services in a permanent capacity.
Appearing before the Senate health
committee, Becerra seconded President Joe Biden’s goals of 100 million
vaccine shots in his first 100 days, increased coronavirus testing, rampedup DNA mapping of the virus to track
worrisome mutations and reopening
schools and businesses.
On health insurance, he pledged to
work to expand the Obama-era Af-

fordable Care Act, though in the past
he’s supported a government-run system like Sen. Bernie Sanders’ “Medicare for All” idea. He said he would
act to lower drug prices, particularly
the cost of insulin. It’s a goal that has
bipartisan backing. Republican Sen.
Mike Braun of Indiana noted that Becerra seems to have no drug industry
support, adding, “I think I know why.”
Although leading Republicans are
portraying Becerra as unfit, Democrats seem unfazed about his prospects, accusing the GOP of playing
politics despite the urgency of dealing
with the coronavirus pandemic.
Becerra “has fought against pharmaceutical companies, opioid manufacturers, tobacco companies and
polluters, and for more affordable
quality health care for every patient,”
said health committee chair Sen. Patty Murray, D-Wash. “I have no doubt
that, as secretary, he will put special
interests on notice, patients and public
health first, and put science, data and
experts back in the driver’s seat.”
Following Tuesday’s appearance
before the Health, Education, Labor
and Pensions Committee, Becerra
will be questioned Wednesday by
the Finance Committee, which will
vote on sending his nomination to the
Senate floor. If confirmed, he’d be the
first Latino to head HHS, a $1.4 trillion
agency with a broad portfolio that includes health insurance programs,
drug safety and approvals, advanced
medical research and the welfare of
children.
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Sen. Richard Burr of North Carolina, the ranking Republican on the
health committee, left no doubt that
Becerra faces tough scrutiny.
“I’m not sold yet,” Burr said at Tuesday’s hearing, looking straight at the
nominee. “I’m not sure that you have
the necessary experience or skills to
do this job at this moment.” Burr questioned whether Becerra respects the
role of private companies in the health
care system, particularly innovative
pharmaceutical firms.
But other Republican senators
sidestepped ideological confrontation
and asked questions that centered on
home state concerns. Sen. Tommy Tuberville, R-Ala., made a reference to
“when” Becerra is confirmed, not “if.”
And Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska,
said she would encourage him to visit
her state early.
Becerra sought to soften his image
as an enemy of drug companies. “We
need the pharmaceutical industry in
America to always feel like we’ve got
their back to innovate,” he told Sen.
Chris Murphy, D-Conn. “COVID is a
perfect example of how we can come
up with a vaccine, but we have to make
sure that we’re getting our dollar’s
worth.”
And he also credited the Trump administration for its shepherding of two
highly effective coronavirus vaccines.
“There are a lot of people to thank, but
without the work that the previous administration did, we would certainly
not be here,” he told Braun.
Although Becerra, 63, is politically
liberal, his style is low-key and oriented toward problem solving.
Still, Republican opposition has
grown louder ahead of his nomination
hearings. On Monday, Sens. John Kennedy of Louisiana and Tom Cotton of
Arkansas released a letter in which
they asked Biden to withdraw the
nomination, calling Becerra “unfit for
any position of public trust.” Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell,
R-Ky., has called him “famously partisan.”

Texas power outages

Raella Mills, 3, plays mop-up at her home Tuesday, Feb. 23, 2021, in
Dallas. Raella and her mother’s apartment flooded last week by a pipe
that burst during the record winter cold. They are still without running
water. PHOTO BY LM OTERO/AP

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Top board
leaders of Texas’ embattled power grid operator said Tuesday they
will resign following outrage over
more than 4 million customers losing
electricity last week during a deadly
winter storm, including many whose
frigid homes lacked heat for days in
subfreezing temperatures.
The resignations are the first since
the crisis began in Texas, and calls for
wider firings remain in the aftermath
of one of the worst power outages in
U.S. history.
All of the five board directors
who are stepping down, including
Chairwoman Sally Talberg, live outside of Texas, which only intensified
criticism of the Electric Reliability
Council of Texas. The resignations
are effective Wednesday — a day before Texas lawmakers are expected to
sharply question grid managers and
energy officials about the failures
during hearings at the state Capitol.
Another candidate for a director
position, who also does not live in
Texas, said he was withdrawing his
name.

Four of the departing board members acknowledged “concerns about
out-of-state board leadership” in a
letter to grid members and the state’s
Public Utility Commission, which
oversees ERCOT. During the crisis,
ERCOT officials removed contact information for board members off its
website, saying they had become the
target of threats.
The board members did not reflect
on their own performance in the letter.
“Our hearts go out to all Texans
who have had to go without electricity, heat, and water during frigid
temperatures and continue to face
the tragic consequences of this emergency,” the letter read.
The other board members are
vice chairman Peter Cramton, Terry
Bulger and Raymond Hepper. Talberg lives in Michigan and Bulger
lives in Wheaton, Illinois, according
to their biographies on ERCOT’s
website. Cramton and Hepper spent
their careers working outside Texas.
The fifth board member leaving is
Vanessa Anesetti-Parra.
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by Anika Veeraraghav |
New
Zealand
Prime
Minister
Jacinda Ardern announced last week that
all schools in New Zealand would begin providing free menstrual
products for students for
at least three years. This is
a significant step forward for the
world in the effort to make menstrual products more accessible, and to
eliminate the stigma associated with
menstruation.
Millions around the world do not
have access to proper menstrual supplies, including pads and tampons.
This is a very basic healthcare need
that nations worldwide must make
more accessible. Especially during
the pandemic, it has been difficult for
those in the U.S. to buy period products; therefore, dire steps are necessary.
Scotland was the first country
to take a significant step to combat

this issue last November, when the
Scottish Parliament
voted
to make period products
free
for anyone
who needed
them. Given the
size of the U.S. population, activists
have pointed out that making period products completely free would
be difficult, especially without other
measures coming beforehand. Regardless, actions must be taken at all
levels and in different environments
to make period products more accessible and, possibly, make them free
everywhere.
With New Zealand’s new law,
schools across the nation will provide menstrual products for free;
however, in the U.S., only a few states
currently do this, including California, Illinois, New York and New
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Hampshire. Thirty states across the
U.S. also have a “tampon tax,” which
taxes necessary menstrual products
as a “luxury,” makes these products
unaffordable for many. Menstrual
products are taxed to the point that
annually, states make approximately
$150 million from these taxes.
Connecticut does not have a tampon tax. However, schools are not
required to provide free menstrual
products; in fact, this was proposed
in 2017, but it did not become law.
School boards can voluntarily provide menstrual products, but they do
not have to do so.
Having a period is not a luxury, nor
is it a choice. Menstrual products are
basic, necessary healthcare products
and should be treated as such. People who menstruate should not have
to worry month after month about
whether or not they will have the basic healthcare products they need to
get them through the day.
And this should extend past
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schools — period products should be
made more accessible for everyone.
Part of this fight is to combat the stigma surrounding periods.
This stigma begins with the idea
that menstruation should be considered a taboo subject. Many
likely remember the day back in
5th grade when students were
separated into different rooms
to watch videos about their
“changing bodies.” We were
told to keep pads and tampons in small purses so no
one would see, and we were
told to use euphemisms for
the word “period” because it
made people uncomfortable.
What if this wasn’t the case?
What if people were taught that it’s
not a dirty process and that people
should talk about it?
If people who menstruate were
taught from a young age that they
could talk about menstruation, and
they would not be ostracized for

doing so, perhaps laws
would have changed
much earlier on. For
years, lawmakers and
those in governmental
positions have not spoken
about menstruation in general; therefore, it has been
almost impossible for changes
to occur.
The U.S. isn’t exactly known for
its accessible healthcare; the whole
system must change drastically so
proper healthcare becomes a human
right, rather than a luxury. Changing
the way the U.S. treats menstruation
is one crucial step to doing this.
Countries like the U.S. must follow
in the footsteps of nations like New
Zealand and Scotland, and also nations that have removed the tax on
menstrual products, such as Canada,
Australia, South Africa, India and
the U.K. Menstruation is neither a
choice nor a luxury and it should not
be treated as such.

           
by Jacob Ningen | CONTRIBUTOR



Another form of antisemitic Zionism arises from the LibeSeveral strands of Jewish Zionism do not care for motive as
rian colonialism motive. By this, I mean far right nationalists the goal of national restoration is being advanced. The national
who agree with Jabotinsky, and Pinsker that assimilation is im- homeland on these strands is more important than why someAntizionism is not necessarily antisemitism as Ms. Jimenez possible, or who wish to expell their Jews. This includes Viktor one supports it. In fact, the infamous Meir Kahane thought that
noted this Monday. Or if you wish to avoid Marr’s dog-whistle, Orban, whose Fidesz party is antisemitic and yet supports Bi- only antisemitism could combat assimilationism. If Zionism is
Judeophobia.Conversely, not every Zionist is a philosemite. In bi’s Likkud. This is similar to how the KKK and the American merely a resurrection of the Hasmonean commonwealth, a view
both cases, there is a lot of overlap. But disregarding every crit- Colonization Society supported Garvey’s Pan-Africanism or that the far-right espouse, then this problem is not relevant. If
icism due to that overlap or sacrificing Diasporic lives for the the establishment of Liberia in Western Africa. In fact, as Shaul Zionists are instead, in the Hess, Jabotinsky, Pinsker tradition
national movement is unwise. This is the
Maggid in Tablet among other places notes, looking for a means of insurance against hostile host nations, alquandary of Christians United for Israel
the parallels are striking. In both cases, we lowing “allies” to harm that very Diaspora goes agains the purand Bibi’s courting of right-wing nationalist
have a diaspora being repatriated-especially pose. Land is good but not at the expense of life.
Often, support for
groups outside his country. Often, support
in the 1930s for Liberia. Furthermore, both
The Kishinev Pogrom and the fact that 1848 only gave the
for national movements arises not out of
the
True
Whigs
and
the
Zionist
Movement
strongest
national movements self-determination, who then
national movements
love, but hatred and/or greed.
treated those they found poorly. As William would turn around and say to other national movements “we’ve
arises not out of love, Lloyd Garrison noted of the American Col- got ours, screw you” for Jabotinsky, Damascus, Hep-Hep and
Antisemitic Zionism has several sources.
The three most well known are Christian Es- but hatred and/or greed. onization Society, which proposed resettle- 1848 for Hess, the Shoah for the international community all
chatological Zionism, Anti-semitic nationment of African Americans to diffuse ten- served to convince those mentioned that host nations are unrealist Zionism and puppet state imperialism.
sions,” to aim entirely at the expulsion of the liable. In fact the author of the infamous Iron Wall Essay, VladiZionism itself is the belief in Jewish nationalism in their historic free people,” there is also the propagandistic means by which he mir Jabotinsky would agree with Mrs. Jimenez on an analysis of
homeland in the region referred to as Palestine and now as Isra- can deny the antisemitism of Fidesz and Jabbok, far right parties how bad Kachists and his heirs treat the Palestinians. He would
el. This originally had several expressions, such as Ahad Haam’s in Hungary by appealing to his friendship with the Likkud. This oppose her merely in noting that its either the Yishuv or the
cultural Zionism which did not advocate for a political state, Mo- enables worse crimes abroad. To take a comparison, this strand Palestinians and self-interest dictates that it not be the Palestinses Hess and Theodore Herzl’s vanguard racialist nationalism, of Zionism is the equivalent of the “I’m not racist, I have African ians who have the upper hand. Their benevolence is conditionwhere the Jewish nationalism in Palestine would be the first step American friends.” This exacerbates problems in the Diaspora al: if their mood shifts or the minorities attempt to demonstrate
in the end of the capitalist era and Jabotinsky’s Revisionist Zi- by giving Judeophobic regimes a means of avoiding accountabil- self-confidence, the rights are stripped. From this, Jabotinsky
onism currently in vogue which felt that host nations were only ity for their anti-Jewish rhetoric. As both Jabotinsky and Garri- requires a state where there is confidence that such a change
as benevolent as necessary and that a state was needed as an son would say, “We’d rather you not kill or oppress minorities of fortune is impossible. Opressed minorities, like the Palesinsurance policy. However, despite being Jewish nationalism in in your own land rather than support separatist or expatriation tinians and pre-1920 Diaspora Jews need a refuge that does not
its historic homeland, several non-Jews support the movement. movements of the minorities you opress.” A less antisemitic depend on external benevolence. He would support Arab NaThis can lead to worse results for the Diaspora if those support- version of the same reason to support Jewish Nationalism is tionalism, he realized it could not be bribed, only shown that it
ers get a free pass for supporting the national movement. Please the Napoleonic -British position. This group
was in a state of MAD with the Jewish State.
note that the following reasons are not exhaustive and that phi- supports Jewish nationalism as a means to
Palestine was chosen for the historical siglosemitic reasons for non-Jews to support Israel exist.
promote their own political goals. This, uncance. However, on the Herzl-Jabotinsky
Some people are more nifi
Evangelical Zionism is not always philosemitic. For example, like the prior version is neutral to the Jewish
scheme, what matters is that Jews have self
Eschatological Christian Zionism of the sort advocated by CUFI state. Napoleon in this respect would be playconcerned with Jewish determination, with location being less im. Eschatological Christian Zionism is the belief that until the ing the role of the Ptolemies in the 2nd C.E.,
portant. To paraphrase Odin in the MCU,
Jewish people are reconstituted in their historic homeland, the supporting Jewish nationalism only in so far Sovereignty than Jewish Jewish anti-Zionism from Yiddishism, the
messianic second coming is impossible. This is understandably as it served their purposes. The British ForBund, the Argentina Movement, Stalin and
lives.
not desirable and possibly catastrophic for all people, including eign Ministry, in establishing the Mandates
the Reform movement, the Baltimore Sun
Jews. CUFI believes that in order to end the world, a resurrec- for Transjordan, the Mandate for Palestine
and Judith Butler in Parting Ways “Israel
tion of Jewish nationalism followed by universal war with that and the Mandate for Mesopotamia has been conjectured to be isn’t a place, it’s a people.” Zionism, as explained above and by
reconstituted nation is a necessary step for their salvation ac- repaying NILI and Emir Faisal Ben Hussein, for their roles in Ms. Jimenez, holds the view that Israel is in the geographic recording to Haaretz. Former President Donald Trump has ad- overthrowing the Ottoman empire in World War II. In this ratio- gion of Palestine. If we reject that view, why should we sacrifice
mitted that courting Evangelicals, not Jewish history, drove his nale, Jewish and Arab Nationalism is supported instrumentally Bnei Israel (the demonym of the Jewish People literally the sons
recognition of Jerusalem as the capital. As both Haaretz and the for the cause of the imperial powers. Here the commitment fades of Israel) for Eretz Israel (land of Israel)? But following Bassam
Independent note, CUFI is antisemitic and sees Jews as mere- when the interests disappear. The British treated their “allies” in Tawil, drops of Jewish blood should be more important than the
ly a means to an end. This movement is exaggerated in size and the Ottoman Empire like tools. Just ask King Faisal I of Syria or Kotel and Hebron. Unfortunately for peace, not everyone agrees
is predominantly an Evangelical, not Catholic or mainstream Chaim Weizmann, it’s why Britain got the nickname “Perfidious and some people are more concerned with Jewish Sovereignty
Protestant belief.
Albion.”
than Jewish lives.
jacob.ningen@uconn.edu
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Art survives death with
the UConn Grief Project
by Sarah Goodman
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
sarah.2.goodman@uconn.edu

This new decade has ripped the
fabric of our nation into tatters,
with its populace
torn apart by the
lives stolen by the
profound ugliness
of illness and injustice. The loss of a
loved one can make
a person feel as if a
once vividly colorful world has lost
its color with them.
In response to
these phenomena,
the UConn Grief
Project shows that
there is still beauty to be found,
created and shared in the wake of
death’s monochrome.
Inspired directly by the grief
arising from the pandemics of both
COVID-19 and systemic racism,
the UConn Grief Project is having
students submit works of art that
embody themes of mourning. This
project is a synergetic collaboration
between the William Benton Muse-

um of Art and Counterproof Press
and Design Center.
“Certainly, lives are enormous
losses,” Emily Larned, UConn Grief
Project organizer and assistant professor of art in graphic design, ex-

inal pieces being ideal. However,
all text, images or other combinations are encouraged. Anonymous
submissions are also allowed.
Works submitted to the UConn
Grief Project will be reviewed by
a jury committee
of students in the
Poetic
Release,
“This project is also about grieving
UCCOx, and Art &
the smaller losses of all that has
Art History clubs,
changed in the past year: the many
who will organize
the selected works
sacrifices, difficult challenges,
into a risograph
changes and hardships students,
zine published by
their friends and their families have
the Counterproof
Press.
Selected
had to navigate.”
works will also be
EMILY LARNED
displayed for live
exhibition in the
Benton.
“The more honest, personal, and
and activist whose son was a casu- expression of collective loss. The
alty of World War I, thus driving a War cycle is in black and white, and specific, the more powerful…” said
body of artistry focusing on the del- we [are soliciting] submissions in Larned. “Making art on a focused
eterious conflict— especially on the black and white in honor of Koll- topic helps you work through your
feelings and ideas on the topic, and
home front – through her evocative witz’s work.”
“War” print cycle. The print cycle’s
Art submissions for the UConn this is especially true of grief.”
To participate in the UConn Grief
wartime emotional devastation Grief Project should be in blackparallels that of pandemic emotion- and-white or grayscale with 8.5 by Project, submit works of art in the
al devastation today.
11 inch ruling. Students are free to accepted format to benton@uconn.
“Kollwitz labored on War for sev- submit more than one piece, with edu or in physical paper copy to the
eral years, reworking images in the handwritten or hand-drawn orig- Benton facility by Feb. 26.
us all move forward, ideally into
joy.”
The UConn Grief Project coincides with the Benton’s exhibition
of artist Käthe Kollwitz’s work.
Käthe Kollwitz was a German artist

series to make her personal experience universal,” Amanda Douberly, UConn Grief Project organizer,
said. She serves as assistant curator and academic liaison for the
Benton. “The prints are a powerful

The UConn Grief Project
shows that there is
still beauty to be found,
created and shared
in the wake of death’s
monochrome.

YOU ARE
A GREAT
FRIEND

YOU ARE
ENOUGH

plained in an email. “This project
is also about grieving the smaller
losses of all that has changed in the
past year: the many sacrifices, difficult challenges, changes and hardships students, their friends and
their families have had to navigate.
The hope for the project is that acknowledging and processing loss
(instead of trying to just ignore it /
push through anyway) might help

National Eating Disorder Week
HOW TO RAISE AWARENESS AND WHAT UCONN IS DOING AROUND CAMPUS
by Jordana Castelli
STAFF WRITER
jordana.castelli@uconn.edu

YOU
INSPIRE
ME

YOU ARE
RESILIENT

YOU ARE
IMPORTANT

YOU
INSPIRE
ME

YOU ARE
BEAUTIFUL

YOU ARE
YOU

Despite
COVID-19
limiting the
number of oncampus events
that can take
place, UConn’s
S.H.A.P.E.
(Students
Helping to
Achieve Positive
Esteem) has
organized a few
activities that
will help raise
awareness.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PIXABAY AND PIXY

Feb. 22. marks the beginning
of National Eating Disorder
Awareness Week: five days dedicated to educating the public
about everything and anything
related to eating disorders. The
University of Connecticut, in
collaboration with other student
organizations, hosts numerous
events that all students are encouraged to attend.
According to the National Eating Disorder Association, “fullblown eating disorders typically begin between 18-21 years of
age” and the college lifestyle can
easily trigger disordered eating.
With the pressures of schoolwork, a changing environment
and having to truly fend for
yourself, college can become a
drastic adjustment period for
many individuals.
Despite COVID-19 limiting the
number of on-campus events
that can take place, UConn’s
S.H.A.P.E. (Students Helping to

Achieve Positive Esteem) has organized a few activities that will
help raise awareness. According
to the Student Health and Wellness’s website, S.H.A.P.E. “is a
peer education group that strives
to promote accepting attitudes
towards all body shapes and sizes while helping to encourage
self-esteem and positive body
image.” For this specific week,
they have created a Kahoot game
that UConn students can take up
to five times per day. The quiz
will test their knowledge of eating disorders, and each person
has a chance to win a $5 Dunkin’
gift card.
S.H.A.P.E. is one of the many
resources students have at their
fingertips. A second resource is
The Eating Disorders Support
Team, a group of professionals
who will help students receive
specific care, including medical,
psychological and psychiatric
evaluations, as well as female
services and nutritional counseling. Students can refer themselves, or can be referred by a
friend/family member or healthcare professional. The Nutrition
& Physical Activity Services is
also a resource that students can
use when struggling with eating
disorders, or even just body image. They provide free nutrition

counseling by registered dietitians, presentations and even
free physical activity counseling
by a certified fitness professional. Furthermore, they can point
you to specific individuals and
other resources that may help
you.
One of the most important
things to realize when struggling
with body-related issues is that
you’re not alone. While it can
be a daunting and traumatizing
time, UConn has implemented
resources that are specifically designed to help with these
struggles, and that want to help.
If you or someone you know is
struggling with an eating disorder, please do not hesitate to
reach out to healthcare professionals on our campus. Their job
is to help you.
NEDA has organized hotlines
that one can call if needed. Call
800-931-2237 Monday through
Thursday from 11 a.m. until 9
p.m. and Friday from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. or text 800-931-2237 Monday through Thursday from 3
p.m. to 6 p.m. There are also
chat options available on their
website, as well as a multitude
of other resources one can use to
inform themselves.
For further information, go to
the NEDA website.

One of the most
important things
to realize when
struggling with
body-related issues
is that you’re not
alone.
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Notes From the Field: The fight for racial justice
by Amy Chen

STAFF WRITER
amy.3.chen@uconn.edu

Connecticut Collaborative on
Poverty, Criminal Justice & Race
and other panelists discussed the
relationships and intersections that
have developed between people of
color, the criminal justice system
and police brutality, based on “Notes
From The Field,” a play by Anna
Deavere Smith through Zoom on
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
This was the fourth installment
of the series, “One State One Film,”
where participants watch a film on
racism and have conversations on
the issues of poverty, criminal justice, race and reimagining the criminal justice system.
Smith starts off the play portraying Freddie Gray, a man who was
arrested and later died in police
custody due to spinal injuries. She
then goes on to portray 17 other real
first-person stories of interviewees from different backgrounds
and perspectives about racial and
criminal justice in “Notes From The
Field.”
“It was so beautifully intricate and
the theater and language has a powerful way of taking horrific stories
and making them so poetic so that
we can receive them,” Councilwoman Trenee McGee said. “Quite often,
if we were to see certain things, visually or hear them, it would be so
hard to receive — we shut down, our
triggers go up, things become very
traumatic for us. But the way she interconnected every character — although different stories and 250 interviews that she literally condensed
— what was so powerful to me was
that it seemed like one big story.”
McGee emphasized the play
shows how as human beings and as
a nation we have failed each other
because of these persistent issues
in our society. Enid M. Rey, chief
executive officer of Our Piece of the
Pie (OPP), an organization empow-

ering youth through skill training, too militarized. She said the phrase built to control slaves during slavsaid the play is powerful because the “defunding the police” may freak ery. And then continued to target
combination of individual stories act people out, but actually it would Black people in response to the fear
as a call to leadership and need for just mean reallocating funds. She that erupted after the Emancipation
change.
said she’s seen thousands of dollars Proclamation.
“I have two young sons, three and being dedicated to riot gear in Los
“As a sociologist, you know, I
one years old, and I personally at Angeles, when in some areas, riot think we often get caught up in the
some point in time will have to have gear isn’t even needed. On the other whole ‘Let’s identify bad seeds and
that conversation that my father had hand, McGee said when investments let’s identify bad apples,’” Embrick
with me when it comes to interaction are made to theater workshops or said. “And yes, of course, there are
with the police,” Pastor AJ Johnson basketball tournaments, it’s seen as good apples and bad apples. But the
of the Urban Hope Refuge Church anti-police.
reality is how do we sort of explain
said. “I just feel like in this country
“I just want there to be account- the continued persistent racism that
at this moment I think we can do so ability and I think in order for there occurs in our society where people
much better than offering our young to be a sense of community and uni- go in and out of these institutions
people these interactions with
law enforcement like this. I’m not
looking forward to having that
conversation. I don’t ever want to
have that conversation with my
son. I hope that my sons won’t be
viewed as Black, that they just be
will be viewed as Americans and
can be able to ride to any suburb
or any town without being racially profiled.”
Johnson also said he hopes to
see more diversity among police
officers and in executive roles
at police departments. Rey added she has seen three instances
where kids of OPP were killed
due to police brutality.
“Yes, I want to see more diverse
officers, but my relatives who I
know are cops are just as militaris- Various panelists discussed racism, poverty and criminal justice as part of
tic in their mindset as a White offi- the “One State One Film” series. PHOTO PROVIDED BY AUTHOR
cer who doesn’t live in Hartford,”
Rey said. “How do we introduce a ty in the community, there has to that are racialized.”
different mindset in our community be engagement and accountability,”
“I think part of how we deal with
to really take our community back? McGee said. “Yes, empathy, yes con- it is changing already, and that is beAnd I got to tell you, this whole ex- versation, yes understanding but cause our youth have a very differperience for people of color is being accountability. And I think that is ent tolerance for these issues than
triggered every day when you turn where our justice system has failed people my age and people older than
on the news and see another case. us where police systems have failed, me,” Rey said. “They have already
For my friends that are non-people and it’s unfortunate but I think con- demonstrated through their activof color, it has been an awakening versations like these really do start ism and the raising of their voices
and it has been an affirmation that powerful movements.”
in the Black Lives Matter movement
we people of color are not crazy
David Embrick, an associate pro- and even through the elections.
— this stuff is really happening be- fessor of sociology and Africana They are expecting a different solucause it has been too easy for folks to studies at the University of Con- tion. They’re not going to be satisfied
dismiss it.”
necticut, said that the origins of law by what has been considered kind of
McGee agrees with Rey that the enforcement started with slave pa- the appeasement of the past and the
police department has become way trols and night watchmen that were solution is not just a policy solution

How Prince Harry and Meghan Markle are
redefining what it means to be

or advocacy solution, it’s one that
focuses on the redistribution of resources.”
Panelists agreed that redistribution of wealth is very necessary to
see change in the criminal justice
system. Johnson added that if a theater group or small organizations
needed funding the government
won’t be as willing to help out compared to a large business organization because they are not equally
valued.
“How do we as organizations collectively put our money together to
start moving up that power pattern to be seen as equal to negotiate power,” Johnson said. “You
know until that, we’re going to
have single movements, we’re
going to have movements that die
out, but we have to figure out how
to create the economic stability to
keep a movement going. I’ve seen
movements come and go.”
Johnson also said there needs
to be encouragement about education, particularly for students
that go to community schools. He
organized a program in Hartford
where students in elementary
schools are greeted by Black men
on the first day of school to generate positivity about education
and also organized a program to
mentor 8th graders. According
to Johnson, the education system
puts students from lower-income
neighborhoods at a disadvantage,
especially in areas like standardized
testing. Rey added it’s not that students don’t have the skills, but rather they don’t have the opportunity
and exposure to grow and learn.
“I don’t want you to just be an
ally,” Rey said. “I want you to be a
justice warrior for everyone — for
yourself or communities of color, for
the new community we’re trying to
build. So we can have other conversations about inclusion, about the
needs of youth who don’t have an
opportunity and that we can focus
on race.”

‘Royal’

by Emma Gehr

STAFF WRITER
emma.gehr@uconn.edu

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry recently announced that they
are expecting their second child.
The couple are already parents
to son Archie Harrison, who was
born in May 2019. The announcement was made on Instagram with
a black-and-white photograph that
featured Meghan lying down in
the grass with her head on Harry’s
lap. This news is especially exciting
since Meghan revealed in an opinion piece she wrote for The New
York Times that she suffered a miscarriage last July.
In the article titled “The Losses
we Share,” she writes, “I knew, as
I clutched my firstborn child, that
I was losing my second.” The piece
is a heartfelt and honest look into
the devastation they felt after losing
the pregnancy and talked about the
deep pain that many people were
also feeling during 2020. She talks
about Breonna Taylor, polarization,
COVID-19 and so many other aspects of last year that made it one
of the most heartbreaking times
in many people’s lives but also revealed the strength of the world to
unite.
“We are adjusting to a new normal where faces are concealed by
masks, but it’s forcing us to look
into one another’s eyes…For the
first time, in a long time, as human
beings, we are really seeing one another,” Markle wrote. This opinion
piece is one of many examples of
how the couple is challenging the

traditional norms of what it means
to be a Royal family member by trying to lead ordinary lives.
Let’s take a look back on the couple’s history to see the unconventional steps they have taken during their
time as members of the Royal family,
which has received its fair share of
praise and backlash.
Harry and Meghan were introduced to each other by a mutual friend
in 2016 and their relationship took off
from there. They began taking trips
together, and word eventually got
out that they were dating. This news
sparked a lot of anger and harassment toward Meghan since as a Black
American and divorcee, she didn’t fit
the stereotypical idea of what a Royal
family member should be.
Despite the criticism, the couple
continued their relationship and
eventually got married on May 19,
2018, in St. George’s Chapel at Windsor Castle surrounded by a long list of
high-profile guests. About a year after
they wed, Meghan gave birth to Archie Harrison Mountbatten-Windsor.
In January 2020, they revealed
their intention to “step back” from
their royal roles and announced they
would split their time between the
United Kingdom and North America.
In a formal statement, they said, “We
intend to step back as senior members
of the Royal Family and work to become financially independent, while
continuing to fully support Her Majesty The Queen.”
This news sparked a lot of controversy throughout the world as the
public was shocked by the news. In
multiple interviews, the couple shared
how they were struggling to handle

the pressure and responsibilities that
came with the role and wanted to lead
a different lifestyle.
Following widespread speculation, “Finding Freedom: Harry and
Meghan and the Making of a Modern
Royal Family” was written by Omid
Scobie and Carolyn Durand, two royal reporters, and detailed the couple’s
love story. The book received mixed
reviews, but it did reveal new details
like how Harry and Meghan were reportedly secretly engaged for months,
how Harry had a secret Instagram
account and Harry’s relationship with
Prince William.
Because they stepped down, Harry and Meghan are no longer able to
hold royal patronages and Harry’s
military appointments also have to be
returned. Despite this, they are taking advantage of their time away by
taking part in many causes that are
important to them such as helping
deliver school supplies and clothing to
children in Los Angeles, cold calling
voters leading up to the 2020 presidential election to encourage them to
show up to the polls and combatting
online misinformation. They even
signed a multiyear deal with Netflix
to make documentaries, docu-series,
feature films and children’s programming.
Harry and Meghan are redefining
what it means to be part of the Royal
family and have taken an unconventional path that broke many royal
traditions but appear to be happier
than ever. Despite criticism, they still
maintain support from their family
members in the U.K. and have been
able to find a balance between privacy,
freedom and independence.

Prince Harry and Meghan
Markle have in many
ways redefined what it
means to be part of the
Royal Family. PHOTOS COURTESY OF @MEGHANMARKLE_OFFICIAL
ON INSTAGRAM
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Fantastic Films and Where to Find Them

The
Truman
Show
(1998)

Jim Carrey plays Truman in “The Truman Show,” a ‘90s film that
received several award nominations. PHOTO COURTESY OF IMDB

IMAGE COURTESY OF PIXY

by Zachary Wisnefsky
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
zachary.wisnefsky@uconn.edu

While “The Truman Show” was
incredibly well-received after its
release, earning a litany of award
nominations, it isn’t often ranked
as one of the best films of the ‘90s.
It should be.
Inspired from a 1980s Twilight
Zone, “The Truman Show” stars
Jim Carrey who plays Truman
Burbank, a person who lives a
seemingly normal life, except for
the fact that his every action is
displayed live to the world for 24
hours every day.
This isn’t your typical Carrey comedy. Though it does bear
some of his trademark humor, it is
much more inquisitive and veers
more dramatically than his other
popular ‘90s films. “The Truman
Show” occupies the comedy-drama genre, having many comedic
bits, but focused on the dramatic
storyline.
One of the best parts of this film
is the details in set design and in
plot. Though the concept behind
“The Truman Show” may seem
outlandish, the film handles it
as something fairly grounded in
reality. There are a few moments
breaking that realism, but mainly the film tries to answer the
question: What would it be like
if someone’s life was truly a TV
show? They answer this question
throughout with spectacularly
crafted and executed details on
specific aspects of Truman’s life
and the world he lives in. This elevates the film because it makes the
situation seem more plausible and
realistic, immersing the audience

and making the narrative more effective.
On that point, the film’s narrative structure and message is very
well executed. Oftentimes films
that shift in scope throughout
tend to feel disconnected, but that
isn’t the case with “The Truman
Show.” The picture changes perspective several times throughout, but it always feels natural, enhancing the storyline effectively
and delivering some fantastic moments in the process. Thematically, this film is much deeper than

This isn’t your
typical Carrey
comedy. Though
it does bear some
of his trademark
humor, it is much
more inquisitive
and veers more
dramatically than
his other popular
‘90s films.
one would expect on first glance.
It delivers interesting messages
on the media, reality, self-control and perhaps even comments
on some religious themes. With
many fantastically written lines
throughout, this film’s messages
and themes will stick with you after watching.
Another strong aspect of the
picture is the acting. Carrey is a se-

Let’s Get Literary:
Bookish accessories you
didn’t know you needed

by Joanne Biju

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
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As someone obsessed with reading, it may
come as a surprise that books aren’t the only
way to my heart. Anything and everything
related to reading is fair game, and my room
is cluttered with elements from various fandoms. I can’t resist the allure of a cute trinket
to add to my collection. Here are some things
you may want to add to yours:
Enamel pins are the perfect way to show
your allegiance to a fandom. They can be put
on anything from backpacks to jean jackets.
When I visited Universal Studios, I was able
to pick up a Headgirl and Dumbledore’s Army
pin, but plenty of small businesses offer them
too. Some are more general book lover pins,
while others are more specific to a series. As of
late, I’ve been tempted to buy an “Arthur”-inspired library card pin I found on Etsy, because having fun really isn’t hard when you’ve
got a library card.
I’ve already splurged on Wizarding World
Funko Pops, but there are actually a lot of people out there who make custom Funko Pops.
You can get a one of a kind, hand-painted Funko Pop made to resemble any character you’d
like! These tend to be priced upwards of $40,
but it would be a phenomenal gift for any book
lover.
Another accessory you can add to your
Many of Fable Grounds Coffee’s cozy blends take inspiration from
shelves is a bookish candle. BriarWick, a very popular books and literature, such as their above “Writer’s Blend.” PHOTO
company among bookstagrammers, is known for their COURTESY OF FABLEGROUNDSCOFFEE.COM
handmade soy candles that take inspiration from literary characters and their worlds. They recently released
a candle that is thought to smell like Poppy, a character
in “From Blood & Ash” by Jennifer L. Armentrout, complete with notes of red currant, cranberry and woods.
After having read the novel, that scent sounds to be quite
accurate to me. They also have scented candles for iconic
locations like Velaris from “A Court of Thorns and Roses,” Elfhame from “The Folk of Air” and the Burrow from
BriarWick sells sev“Harry Potter.” If none of the fandom candles appeal to
eral book-inspired
you, BriarWick offers general candles like “Reading &
candles. PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIARWICKCANDLES.COM
Rain” or “Pen to Paper.” What could be cozier than light-

verely underrated dramatic actor.
This film, along with the 2004 film
“Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind,” showcases Carrey’s dramatic abilities. Carrey’s character
is the emotional core of the film
and he delivers on that quite well,
with a performance that gives the
audience reason to root for his
character. Laura Linney (Meryl) is given a difficult task in this
film, having to play her role selfaware to a certain degree, but does
a fantastic job as well. Ed Harris
(Christof ) is also great in this film,
delivering some of the best lines of
the whole picture.
There are also several moments
throughout with incredible visual composition, especially as you
approach the end of the picture.
They get very creative with the visuals, embracing their concept in
both form and structure.
My only gripe for the film would
be that it leans a bit too heavily into its comedic aspects in the
first act. Though many of those
elements do pay off in the end, I
would be interested to see the fully dramatic version of this film. I
think they could have gone all-in
on the dramatic genre, though I
do understand having elements
of comedy, especially with the
concept and having Carrey as the
lead.
In summary, this film should
be considered as one of the best of
the ‘90s due to its strong narrative,
thematic messages, set details and
design, visuals and performances.
Because of that, I consider “The
Truman Show” to be a fantastic
film.
Where to Find “The Truman
Show”: Streaming on Hulu

A FunkoPop could make a great
gift for a Harry Potter fan. PHOTO
COURTESY OF FUNKO.COM

ing a candle, sipping on some tea and enjoying
a good book?
I don’t know about you, but I’m a sucker for
fun mugs; I can never have enough, though
my crowded cabinets tell me otherwise. While
scouring the web, I found one that said, “May
the odds be ever in your flavor” and a couple of
heat-reactive mugs. When filled with hot liquid, one mug reveals the titles of several previously banned books.
Of course, if you give a reader a bookish
mug, they’ll want some coffee to go with it. Fable Grounds Coffee is a small business founded in 2019, with the vision of creating freshly
roasted coffee that gives off bookish vibes.
Similar to Briarwick, Fable Grounds Coffee
takes inspiration from specific stories, along
with offering general items like their “Writer’s
Blend.” They have a chocolate raspberry blend
inspired by Amortentia and a black caramel
truffle blend inspired by Hades, just to name
a few of their specialties. If coffee isn’t up your
alley, Etsy is home to several shops that make
bookish tea instead.
Speaking of Etsy, I was browsing the site
when I stumbled upon a cool concept: a blind
date with a book. The idea is that being set up
with a book in the genre of your choosing is a
great way to get out of a reading slump or fall in
love with a story you may have never encountered otherwise. After you choose a genre and
add any comments to your order, shop owners
will hunt for the perfect book for you. They
often will send secondhand novels to cut costs and will
ship it over in nondescript wrapping, so as to not spoil the
surprise. This isn’t exactly a bookish accessory, but it’s a
full-blown experience — some companies even include a
bookmark and a sweet treat to accompany the book.
If you are obsessed with the idea of curating a home library, a handy tool to have is a personalized stamp or embosser. Many Etsy shops sell embossers you can personalize and use on the first few pages of your books. They
can add raised impressions of things like mountains or
flowers, along with a name or monogram to indicate the
book is yours. It would definitely come in handy if you
are someone who frequently loans out books from your
shelves.
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Photo of the Day | Book for a rainy day

An outdoor, communal bookcase reads “take a book, share a book.” The bookcase is for the Willowbrook Rd. neighborhood near campus, and readers are encouraged to take a
book from the case that interests them, and leave a book behind for someone else to take. PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Crossword

Sudoku

DYK?

Video games have been found
to be more effective at battling
depression than therapy.
ADULT CATS ONLY MEOW AT HUMANS,
NOT OTHER CATS. KITTENS MEOW TO
THEIR MOTHER BUT ONCE THEY GET
A LITTLE OLDER, CATS NO LONGER
MEOW TO OTHER CATS.

A study from Harvard University
finds that having no friends can
be just as deadly as smoking. Both
affect levels of a blood-clotting protein.
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Tiger Woods seriously injured in California car crash
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Tiger
Woods was seriously injured Tuesday when his SUV rolled over and
ended up on its side in suburban
Los Angeles, authorities said. The
golf superstar had to be pulled out
through the windshield, and his
agent said he was undergoing leg
surgery.
Woods was alone in the SUV
when it crashed shortly before 7:15
a.m., and no other cars were involved, the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department said. He was
alert as firefighters pried open the
front windshield to get him out, said
Christopher Thomas, a spokesman
for the county Fire Department.
Images showed the SUV on its
side, with its front end heavily damaged, just off the side of a road near
a hillside. An ambulance took the
45-year-old to a hospital, authorities said.
“Tiger Woods was in a single-car
accident this morning in California
where he suffered multiple leg injuries,” said his manager, Mark Steinberg. “He is currently in surgery
and we thank you for your privacy
and support.”
The cause of the wreck wasn’t
clear. The two-lane road curves
through upscale LA suburbs, and
the northbound side that Woods
was driving on descends steeply
enough that signs warn trucks to
use lower gears. The speed limit is
45 mph.
Barbara Ferraro, a councilwoman in the community of Rancho
Palos Verdes, said the road where
Woods crashed is not winding like
other stretches but it’s steep and
not far from a gravel runaway truck
lane that was ahead before the next
traffic light.
“It’s easy to pick up speed,” Ferraro said. “Even if you’re not speeding, unless you’re actually putting
on the brakes, you’ll pick up speed.”
Woods was in Los Angeles over
the weekend as the tournament

A vehicle rests on its side after a rollover accident involving golfer Tiger Woods along a road in the Rancho
Palos Verdes section of Los Angeles on Tuesday, Feb. 23, 2021. Woods suffered leg injuries in the one-car
accident and was undergoing surgery, authorities and his manager said. PHOTO BY RINGO H.W. CHIU/AP

host of the Genesis Invitational at
Riviera Country Club, where he
presented the trophy on Sunday.
He was to spend Monday and Tuesday filming with Discovery-owned
GOLFTV, with whom he has an
endorsement. A tweet Monday
showed Woods in a cart smiling
with comedian David Spade.
According to Golf Digest, also
owned by Discovery, the TV shoot
was on-course lessons for celebrities, such as Spade and Dwyane
Wade, at Rolling Hills Country
Club.
Woods, a 15-time major champion who shares with Sam Snead

the PGA Tour record of 82 career
victories, has been recovering from
Dec. 23 surgery on his lower back. It
was his fifth back surgery and first
since his lower spine was fused in
April 2017, allowing him to stage a
remarkable comeback that culminated with his fifth Masters title in
2019.
He has carried the sport since
his record-setting Masters victory
in 1997 when he was 21, winning
at the most prolific rate in modern
PGA Tour history. He is singularly
responsible for TV ratings spiking,
which has led to enormous increases in prize money during his career.

Even at 45, he remains the biggest
draw in the sport.
The SUV he was driving Tuesday had tournament logos on the
side door, indicating it was a courtesy car for players at the Genesis
Invitational. Tournament director
Mike Antolini did not immediately
respond to a text message, though
it is not unusual for players to keep
courtesy cars a few days after the
event.
Woods feared he would never
play again until the 2017 fusion surgery. He returned to win the Tour
Championship to close out the 2018
season and won the Masters in

April 2019 for the fifth time.
He last played Dec. 20 in the PNC
Championship in Orlando, Florida,
an unofficial event where players
are paired with parents or children.
He played with his son, Charlie,
who is now 12. Woods also has a
13-year-old daughter.
During the Sunday telecast on
CBS from the golf tournament,
Woods was asked about playing
the Masters on April 8-11 and said,
“God, I hope so.” He said he was
feeling a little stiff and had one
more test to see if he was ready for
more activities.
He was not sure when he would
play again.
Athletes from Mike Tyson to
Magic Johnson and others offered
hopes that Woods would make a
quick recovery.
“I’m sick to my stomach,” Justin
Thomas, the No. 3 golf player in
the world, said from the Workday
Championship in Bradenton, Florida. “It hurts to see one of my closest
friends get in an accident. Man, I
just hope he’s all right.”
This is the third time Woods has
been involved in a car investigation.
The most notorious was the early morning after Thanksgiving in
2009, when his SUV ran over a fire
hydrant and hit a tree. That was the
start of shocking revelations that he
had been cheating on his wife with
multiple women. Woods lost major
corporate sponsorships, went to a
rehabilitation clinic in Mississippi
and did not return to golf for five
months.
In May 2017, Florida police found
him asleep behind the wheel of a
car parked awkwardly on the side
of the road. He was arrested on a
DUI charge and said later he had an
unexpected reaction to prescription
medicine for his back pain. Woods
later pleaded guilty to reckless
driving and checked into a clinic to
get help with prescription medication and a sleep disorder.

Falcons looking to Red Sox star Martinez focuses
get creative as they on routine to recapture swing
face major overhaul
ATLANTA (AP) — Taking over ting mode. Fontenot said as much
a team that has endured three when he talked about his plans for
straight losing seasons, the At- constructing a roster that has only
lanta Falcons’ new regime is un- one quarterback, Matt Ryan, and
derstandably reluctant to warn more than two dozen spots to fill.
of more misery as they attempt to
“We have to make some hard desort out major salary cap issues.
cisions on players that are on this
Yet it’s clear that incoming roster,” the GM said. “We have to
general manager Terry Fontenot go find players. We can’t just build
and rookie coach
this roster with
Arthur Smith are
overpaid players
prepping for a big
from free agenoverhaul.
cy and top draft
“We’ll make
Fontenot
said
picks. We have
Tuesday that the decisions that
to really dig and
Falcons,
coming help the team
find value in free
off a miserable 4-12
agency.”
season, will have to win this year,
The
Falcons
be creative in how
have spent the
but we’ve also
they build the roslast few years
ter for 2021.
doling out huge
got to think of
“We’ll make decontracts to key
future years
cisions that help
players,
most
the team win this — 2022, 2023
notably
Ryan
year, but we’ve also
and receiver Jugot to think of fu- — so there’s a
lio Jones.
ture years — 2022, balance to it.”
Ryan, the Fal2023 — so there’s
cons’
starting
a balance to it,” he TERRY FONTENOT
QB since 2008,
said. “We want to
is coming off anbe as competitive
other productive
as possible now,
season, but he’ll
while also keeping the future in turn 36 in May and his cap hit
mind.”
for this season ($40.9 million) is a
Fontenot and Smith inherited huge roadblock when it comes to
a huge headache with the sala- addressing other needs.
ry cap, which already forced the
Then there’s Jones, who has
team to cut starting safety Ric- the second-highest cap hit on the
cardo Allen and will undoubtedly team ( $23.05 million). At 32, he is
lead to more painful decisions.
coming off an injury-plagued seaAccording to overthecap.com, son in which he played only nine
the Falcons are still more than $20 games, raising serious questions
million over the projected 2021 about his future with the team.
cap of $180 million. While the fiTaking the same line as Fontenal numbers won’t be sorted out not, Smith tiptoed around the peruntil next month, the cap appears ception that wins will be hard to
headed for its biggest drop ever come by in the short term.
— perhaps some $18 million — be“It’s a year-to-year build,” the
cause of the financial hit caused new coach said. “It’s a challenge
by the coronavirus pandemic.
every year. Things change. You
The cap could rise a but, but no never just run (the same players)
matter how it all pans out, the Fal- back out there. There’s constant
cons are sure to be in a cost-cut- team building.”

Boston Red Sox’s J.D. Martinez plays against the New York Yankees during the second inning of a baseball
game in Boston on Friday, Sept. 18, 2020. The Red Sox slugger isn’t going to make excuses for his worst hitting season as a major leaguer in 2020. He says he’s back to his normal routine as he enters spring training. PHOTO BY MICHAEL DWYER/AP

(AP) — Attention to detail has
always been J.D. Martinez’s best
weapon at the plate during his
10-year major league career.
He’s been meticulous about
his swing since his minor league
days, constantly watching and
breaking down film of his swing
before, after and even during
games in order to make the
smallest of tweaks between atbats.
But when Major League Baseball — in reaction to the Houston
Astros’ sign-stealing scandal —
put in protocols last spring that
restricted players’ access to ingame video, it stunted the regimen of the Red Sox slugger and
others around the league.
“I think it definitely hurt me
a bit,” Martinez said Tuesday
from Boston’s spring training
facility in Fort Myers, Florida. “I
think, obviously, I had to change

my routine. Something I wasn’t
used to.”
The effect was stark.
After signing a five-year, $110
million contract with Boston in
2018, Martinez hit a career-high
.330 with 43 home runs and 130
RBIs during an All-Star first
season in helping the Red Sox
win the World Series. He followed that up with his third AllStar season in 2019.
But 2020 brought his worst
year as a major leaguer. He hit
a career-low .213 with just seven home runs and 27 RBIs in
54 games during the pandemic-shortened season. He’s a career .290 hitter with 238 homers
in 10 seasons.
The
33-year-old
Martinez
said he thinks the uncertainty of whether there would even
be season in 2020 factored into
what he said was a lack of prepa-

ration. But he said it was no excuse for his lack of production.
“It was my fault. I take accountability for that,” he said.
“I didn’t stay ready. I think this
year I said to myself, ‘They’re
not getting me again. They’re
not catching me off-guard.’ So I
stayed ready the whole time.”
The chorus of complaints by
Martinez and others about the
lack of video available to players
was so loud that the MLB has
backtracked on its 2020 restrictions and inserted a new provision into its updated protocols
that will give player access to
tablets, which can be loaded with
content before and after games.
Players will also be able to use
in-game video in a format that
“cannot use used to steal signs,”
according to the league’s new operations manual, which was obtained by The Associated Press.
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Photo of the Day | That’s a dub

The UConn Huskies won against the UVM Catamounts 3-2 after making a 2 goal comeback in the third period on Feb. 8, 2019.

PHOTO BY ERIC WANG, ASSOCIATE VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

CIS teams dominate at Katowice Group stage

Point/Counterpoint:
Yes or no to
extended replay?

by Ashton Stansel

REPLAY, cont. from p. 12

STAFF WRITER
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

One of the first big Counter-Strike events every year is
IEM Katowice. Taking place in
Katowice, Poland since 2014, the
event is always one of the largest
Counter-Strike events of
the year and one of the best
places for teams to cement
their status at the top tiers
of the game as they compete
for what is now a $400,000
first place prize.
Since it’s one of the first
events of the year — following the break that tends
to occur at the end of the
calendar year for Counter-Strike — it’s often one
of the first tournaments to
establish which teams will
be heading the table going
into the next season. Natus
Vincere, commonly known
as Navi, won last year in a
dominant 3-0 fashion over
G2 in the finals, where they
gave up just 19 rounds in
three maps.
Now, we’re halfway through the
event, which is being played virtually this year due to COVID-19.
The event started on Feb. 18 following play-ins on Feb. 16 and
Feb. 17 which put eight teams into
the main event.
The eight, which included
teams like Team
Liquid, Spirit,
Virtus Pro and
BIG, were then
joined by eight
teams who had
already
qualified
through
the Road to Katowice, which
included teams
like Navi, Astralis and FaZe
Clan.
The
group
stage
included two different groups, A
and B, which
were randomly drawn to include four playin teams and
four who qualified off points.
They
played
a double-elimination bracket,
where the top three from each
group would move on to the playoffs and the top team from each
group would be given a bye into
the semifinals.
It’s a routine system that typ-

ically results in the same thing:
Teams like Astralis and Navi claim
the higher seeds in their groups,
sometimes replaced or joined by a
team like Team Liquid that is always capable of just popping off,
and the others are teams like Liquid or Mousesports or FaZe Clan,
solid teams that are typically just

return and make finals weekend
anyway, despite having dropped
a game. Good teams don’t tend to
lose twice, as the history of Counter-Strike has shown us with teams
like Navi, who have made impressively long lower bracket runs.
And yet in Katowice over the
weekend, we saw upsets. Yes,

slightly lower than the top.
The double-elimination, entirely best-of-three based format
doesn’t lend itself super well to
upsets, because a team not only
must win one game to win a series, but they also must win two.
That historically makes it impossible for an underdog team to have

Navi, Astralis and Liquid all made
the top six, but they’re joined by
Team Spirit, Gambit and Virtus
Pro, three teams from the CIS
region which includes Russia,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan and other
countries in that region. Navi is
also from the CIS, meaning that
they have four times the teams

a map they are really good at, play
that one map and win the series
based off of that.
In addition, the double-elimination nature of the bracket
means that even if a good team
is beaten, they have a chance to

that North America or Europe
have in this final.
Beyond that, looking at the
paths these teams took to get to
the playoffs only further shows
off their improbable runs. Spirit
beat G2, Heroic and Astralis, the

best team in history, in order to
advance. Their last map against
Astralis in that 2-1 victory, Dust2,
was a 16 to 1 victory for the CIS
squad, one of the worst losses Astralis has suffered, and to a team
who was not supposed to be that
good.
Then there’s Gambit with their
newer star player Sh1ro,
who spent time on Gambit Youngsters — their
secondary team — in the
past. After a first round
loss to Evil Geniuses 2-0,
the young lineup eliminated Mousesports, Heroic and G2 en route to a
spot in the quarterfinals
where they’ll be playing
against their fellow CIS
representatives in Navi.
The third underdog
CIS team to make the top
six, Virtus Pro, also went
to the lower bracket in
the first round following a loss to Navi. One of
the legendary teams of
Counter-Strike, though
they are now playing
with an entirely different lineup
than that legacy squad, Virtus
Pro eliminated Ninjas in Pajamas, Vitality and FURIA to claim
the final quarterfinals slot, where
they’ll get the very rough task of
playing against Astralis in the
first round.
The resurgence by the CIS teams
is mirrored only
by the failures
of the European ones to show
up. OG, Vitality,
FaZe,
Heroic,
G2 and BIG all
went out in the
group stage, and
even the legendary Astralis aren’t through to
the semifinals
and will have to
play on Friday.
Now, with the
quarterfinals,
semifinals and
finals all taking
place from Friday to Sunday,
the
question
will be if the CIS
teams continue
their dominant
streak and if one
of them will win the trophy and
begin what might be a season of
dominance for the region which,
for the last few years, has been
held up on the shoulders of Navi.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF @IEM ON TWITTER.

One situation that demonstrates
how irregular VAR can be occurred
back in August of 2020 in the UEFA
Champions League Round of 16
between Juventus and Olympique
Lyonnais. Lyonnais were awarded a penalty after center midfielder
Houssem Aouar was brought down
by opposing midfielder Rodrigo
Bentancur. However, replay clearly showed that Bentancur’s tackle
was clean and legal; despite this,
replay review was not consulted,
and Lyon converted the penalty that
ultimately gave them the win. These
inexcusable lapses in judgement by
those not only in the VAR booth, but
also all replay booths across each respective sport, need to end in order
for the system to thrive.
DB:
I don’t watch nearly enough soccer to have a strong opinion on VAR,
but it sounds like the problems with
it are similar to the problems with all
replay systems. Unfortunately, for
as long as we have human officials,
there will be human error when it
comes to calls. I feel like the goal of
instant replay should not be to eliminate human error completely — because that’s literally not possible.
Rather, the goal should be to not let
human error clearly and drastically affect the result of a game. That’s
why I believe instant replay should
only be used on a major play where
the game potentially hangs in the
balance. Even in this case, there
needs to be a time limit, like you said.
I’m thinking around 30-45 seconds.
They should look at it once or twice.
If it’s obvious the officials screwed
up, change the call. If not, let the
call stand and keep the game moving. Replay review is a really tough
thing to manage. People want every
call to be right, but they also want
the game to move at a normal pace.
Unfortunately, the only foolproof
way for that to happen is if the officials are perfect. That’s not possible
as long as we have human officials
because like it or not, humans make
mistakes. I feel like with the way replay review is being used now, the
officials are trying to get every call
on every play perfectly correct, and
the enjoyment of watching a game
is suffering as a result. There’s really two options if you want to keep
sports watchable: Make all officials
robots (probably not feasible) or
learn to live with some human error.
I vote for the latter, and if my favorite
team gets screwed because of it, so
be it. I just want to be able to watch
a game without 100 stoppages again.
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Playing tag is no kids’ game for NFL teams
Big 12 schedules 12
makeup games week
before league tourney

Oklahoma forward Jalen Hill passes ahead of Iowa State guard Tyler
Harris, right, during the second half of an NCAA college basketball
game, Saturday, Feb. 20, 2021, in Ames, Iowa. Oklahoma won 6656. PHOTO BY CHARLIE NEIBERGALL/AP

IRVING, Texas (AP) — The Big
12 has scheduled a dozen makeup
games next week in the break the
conference had left open for such
games before the start of postseason tournament play.
No. 2 Baylor, No. 7 Oklahoma, No.
10 West Virginia, No. 14 Texas and
No. 18 Texas Tech all will play three
games next week before the Big 12
tournament is played March 11-14 in
Kansas City.
Baylor, which on Tuesday had
its first game in three weeks after COVID-19 issues in the program, will still be able to play only
a maximum 14 of its 18 scheduled
conference games. Texas and West
Virginia can get 17 league games in,
while every other team could play
its full conference slates.

No. 17 Kansas is the only team
that can complete its entire 18game conference schedule by the
end of this week.
The Big 12 canceled Baylor’s
scheduled home game Thursday
against West Virginia, a game
that had already been postponed
twice before, to keep the Bears
from having six games in two
weeks. The Bears will travel to
West Virginia next week before
hosting Oklahoma State and Texas Tech.
West Virginia will host three
makeup games, with TCU and
Oklahoma State also traveling
to Morgantown. That gives the
Mountaineers four consecutive
home games, including Saturday’s game against Kansas State.

(AP) — NFL teams could begin
playing tag on Monday, and it’s no
kids’ game for the 32 teams.
Applying franchise and even
transition tags to players can have
major ramifications on a team’s
present and future. That was never
more of a consideration than this
year, with the salary cap decreasing for now by $18 million. That’s
the first time the cap has gone
down, which is due to lost revenues
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
“It has always gone up,” says Bill
Polian, a Pro Football Hall of Fame
executive. “So have the expectations of the players and agents. This
is the first time this is not happening. That is a sea change.”
While this mini-tidal wave likely
is only for the upcoming season —
the league’s broadcast deals should
be solidified soon and will bolster
future caps — it certainly could
have a significant impact.
Consider the Super Bowl
champs. The Buccaneers don’t relish losing the likes of linebackers
Shaq Barrett and Lavonte David,
wide receiver Chris Godwin, running back Leonard Fournette, tight
end Rob Gronkowski or defensive
tackle Ndamukong Suh.
Look for one of them, probably
sackmaster Barrett or dynamic
pass catcher Godwin, to get tagged
for a one-year, guaranteed contract.
Barrett was a franchise player in
2020 and would get about $19 million if tagged again. Godwin would
get nearly $16 million.
Bucs coach Bruce Arians said after winning the NFL title that the
team would find ways to keep key
players. It will take some financial
imagination.
“I’m very, very confident,” Arians said. “I have all the trust in the
world in (GM Jason Licht) and what
he will do. There will be dollars involved, but I think this group is so
close that sometimes dollars don’t
matter. But we’re going to do everything we can to get the dollars right,
too.”

Dallas Cowboys quarterback Dak Prescott drops back to pass in
the first half of an NFL football game against the Cleveland Browns
in Arlington, Texas on Sunday, Oct. 4, 2020. This year, the salary cap
decreased by $18 million, the first time the cap has gone down. PHOTO
BY RON JENKINS/AP

The biggest name — if not the
best player — who might wind up
tagged is Cowboys quarterback
Dak Prescott. His ankle injury
early last season muddled the picture in Dallas, but the team insists
Prescott is the guy, even if it means
a second straight franchise player
designation — at nearly $38 million.
Polian, now an analyst for SiriusXM NFL Radio, notes that the
higher-end players rarely reach total freedom.
“The ‘A’ players don’t get to free
agency,” he says. “So what is out
there on the market, even in this
untoward year, are going to be ‘B’
players looking for ‘A’ players’ money.”
Others positions and who could
wind up tagged:
RUNNING BACK
Aaron Jones, Packers — Tagging
runners sometimes seems wise because long-term contracts at such
a punishingly physical position ar-

en’t attractive for teams. Jones is a
very attractive guy for the Packers
because of his versatility, production, age (26) and strong relationship with MVP Aaron Rodgers.
Green Bay doesn’t have much cap
room, though, and the franchise tag
will be approximately $11 million.
WIDE RECEIVER
Kenny Golladay, Lions — The
$15.81 million cost as of now isn’t
prohibitive for this team. Golladay is a genuine No. 1 wideout and
would get plenty of attention on the
open market. New QB Jared Goff
had a talented group of targets in
Los Angeles and sure could benefit
from Golladay sticking around.
Allen Robinson, Bears — When
healthy, Robinson is a stud. Like
Golladay, he would be coveted as a
free agent, and he’s in his prime at
27. The uncertain quarterback situation in Chicago makes it likely
Robinson leaves if he doesn’t get
tagged.

NBA chooses All-Star reserves, with Zion among first-timers
(AP) — New Orleans forward
Zion Williamson now can be called
an NBA All-Star, and only three
others in the game’s 70-year history
have gotten there at a younger age.
Williamson is one of four firsttime All-Stars, all revealed Tuesday
night when the league announced
the reserves for the March 7 game
in Atlanta. Joining him as fellow AllStar rookies: Boston’s Jaylen Brown,
New York’s Julius Randle and Chicago’s Zach LaVine.
Phoenix’s Chris Paul is an AllStar for the 11th time, and Brooklyn’s
James Harden is one for the ninth
consecutive year. The rest of the reserves include Philadelphia’s Ben
Simmons, Boston’s Jayson Tatum
and Orlando’s Nikola Vucevic from
the Eastern Conference, along with
the Los Angeles Lakers’ Anthony
Davis, the Los Angeles Clippers’
Paul George, Utah teammates Donovan Mitchell and Rudy Gobert, and
Portland’s Damian Lillard from the
Western Conference.
“It’s definitely an honor,” Mitchell
said.
Team captains LeBron James of
the Los Angeles Lakers and Kevin
Durant of the Brooklyn Nets will
draft their teams next week, with
the rosters to be unveiled March 4.
Starters, revealed last week, were
chosen through a combination of
voting by fans, NBA players and a
media panel.
Reserves were chosen through
voting by the league’s head coaches.
“You do the best that you can,” Orlando coach Steve Clifford said. “It’s
not easy. ... Every year, it is hard, and
when you look at this year in the
East there were a number of guys
who are worthy of making it. So, it’s
difficult every year.”
Atlanta’s Trae Young, an All-Star
last season, is not one this year despite averaging 26.9 points entering
Tuesday, the most among anyone
not selected. Miami forwards Bam
Adebayo and Jimmy Butler didn’t
make the cut, nor did Phoenix’s
Devin Booker.
“Devin Booker is the most disrespected player in our league!!!! Simple as that,” James tweeted.
Utah’s Mike Conley — someone

the NBA-leading Jazz desperately wanted to see get there for what
would have been the first time —
also missed out on the nod.
“For a guy like him who’s done so
many things in his career, on and off
the floor, he deserves this,” Mitchell
said of Conley.
Not enough coaches agreed.
There’s still a chance for Conley,
because Davis is likely to miss the
game because of injury. NBA Commissioner Adam Silver will choose
any injury replacements; a player
who bows out will be replaced by
someone else from his respective
conference.
Williamson is 20, and only Kobe
Bryant, James and Magic Johnson
were younger in their All-Star debuts. There have been six other
20-year-olds chosen for past AllStar Games, but all were closer to
their 21st birthday at the time than
Williamson is now.
Randle has been the best player
for the Knicks, who are trying to
make the playoffs for the first time
since 2013. Brown is averaging a career-best 25.5 points for Boston. And
LaVine has been to All-Star weekend plenty of times before, winning
two dunk contests and an MVP
award at the Rising Stars game. But
this will be his first time in the AllStar Game itself.

The 13 without an All-Star, for
now: Atlanta, Charlotte, Cleveland,
Detroit, Houston, Indiana, Memphis, Miami, Minnesota, Oklahoma
City, Sacramento, San Antonio and
Toronto.
Indiana and Toronto, the East’s
No. 4 and No. 5 seeds entering Tuesday, got no All-Star selections.
NOT BACK
The players who were All-Stars
last season who didn’t make the cut
this year: Booker, Adebayo, Butler,
Young, Toronto teammates Kyle

TOP — Chicago Bulls guard Zach
LaVine dunks against the Detroit
Pistons during the second half
of an NBA basketball game in
Chicago, Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2021.
The Bulls won 105-102. PHOTO BY NAM
Y. HUH/AP

LEFT — Boston Celtics guard
Jaylen Brown, left, shoots over
Denver Nuggets forward Michael
Porter Jr. (1) and guard Facundo
Campazzo, center, during the
second half of an NBA basketball
game, Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021, in
Boston. PHOTO BY CHARLES KRUPA/AP

BOTTOM — New Orleans Pelicans
forward Zion Williamson (1) goes
to the basket in the first half of
an NBA basketball game against
the Boston Celtics in New Orleans, Sunday, Feb. 21, 2021. PHOTO BY

STARTERS POOL
James and Durant will choose
from eight other starters for their
teams first when the draft takes
place: Milwaukee’s Giannis Antetokounmpo, Washington’s Bradley
Beal, Golden State’s Stephen Curry,
Dallas’ Luka Doncic, Philadelphia’s
Joel Embiid, Brooklyn’s Kyrie Irving, Denver’s Nikola Jokic and the
Los Angeles Clippers’ Kawhi Leonard.
BY TEAM
Brooklyn is the only team with
three All-Stars. There are five teams
— Boston, the Clippers, the Lakers,
Philadelphia and Utah — with two
All-Stars, and 11 clubs with one AllStar selection.

GERALD HERBERT/AP

Lowry and Pascal Siakam, Indiana’s
Domantas Sabonis, Washington’s
Russell Westbrook (who made it last
season as a member of the Houston
Rockets), Boston’s Kemba Walker,
New Orleans’ Brandon Ingram and
Milwaukee’s Khris Middleton.
COACHES
Utah’s Quin Snyder will coach
Team LeBron, and Philadelphia’s
Doc Rivers will coach Team Durant.
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Men’s Basketball: Huskies best
Hoyas with a good second half
by Jorge Eckardt
STAFF WRITER
jorge.eckardt@uconn.edu

If there’s one thing we all
learned from Tuesday night’s
UConn vs. Georgetown men’s
basketball game, it’s that just because it’s a close game doesn’t
mean it’s a good game.
After 40 minutes of ugly basketball by both teams on both ends
of the floor, the Huskies came out
on top, beating the Hoyas 70-57.
It doesn’t look like a close game
on the scoreboard, but for most
of the game it was, UConn pulled
away in the final 10 minutes or so.
Here’s a positive: UConn had a
whopping 18 offensive rebounds.
Here’s a negative: When you’re
getting a lot of offensive rebounds, it means you’re missing a
lot of shots.
And, just because you grab
a bunch of offensive boards it
doesn’t always lead to points.
Despite getting 18 offensive rebounds – which ties for the most
they’ve had in a conference game
this season – the Huskies scored
merely 9 second-chance points.
As a team, UConn shot 45.5%
from the field, which is actually
a really solid number. The thing
is, a lot of UConn’s scoring came
in the final quarter of the game.
Through most of the game, it

looked like UConn couldn’t buy a
bucket — highlighted by an over
five-minute stretch right at the
end of the first half where the
Huskies quite literally missed every field goal they attempted.
At the end of the half, UConn
was shooting 12-for-34, or 35%
from the field. Even in the second
half, despite shooting 56.3% from
the field, just six of UConn’s 18
successful field goals came in the
first 10 minutes.
If there is one thing that was
consistent about UConn’s scoring over both halves, it was their
3-point shooting – in that it was
consistently terrible.
The Huskies shot 2-for-11 from
three on the game, 0-for-5 in the
first half and 2-for-6 in the second half — but it would have been
1-for-5 if not for James Bouknight
burring one from deep 3-point
land when the game was all but
over. Tyler Polley was the only
other Husky to pick up a 3-point
bucket, capping off a five-point,
2-for-8 shooting day where he
went 1-for-5 from three.
Bouknight showed some signs
of rust in the first half but picked
it up in the second, finishing the
day with a game-high 20 points
on 8-of-17 shooting from the
field including 1-of-3 from three.
He even led the team with 10 rebounds, tying a career-high and

making it his second game in a
row where he put up a 20-point
double-double.
R.J. Cole was right behind
Bouknight in the scoring column,
racking up 17 points on 8-of16 shooting (0-of-2 from three),
while picking up five boards and a
team-high seven assists. He even
picked up a game-high six steals,
a high for his UConn career.
Bouknight and Cole were the
only two UConn players to break
double digits in the scoring column, and they were also one of
few players who managed to stay
out of foul trouble, picking up just
one apiece. The Huskies had 20
fouls as a team, something they’ve
had an issue controlling all season. Isaiah Whaley had five, fouling out in just 22 minutes of play
with seven points, seven boards,
two blocks and a steal. No one
had four, but UConn had a trio of
guys with three: Adama Sanogo,
Andre Jackson and Josh Carlton.
The latter two did so in just 12 and
10 minutes respectively.
If it wasn’t already clear by his
absence, UConn is going to need
to rely on Bouknight heavily this
season if they want to make the
tournament. He’s the star, and on
Tuesday, he played like it.
For a more in-depth recap of
this game, go to dailycampus.
com.

Connecticut’s James Bouknight (2) goes up for a shot against Villanova’s Justin Moore (5) during the second half of an NCAA college basketball game, Saturday, Feb. 20, 2021, in Villanova, Pa. After a long injury-related hiatus, Bouknight still showed signs of rust in last night’s
game. PHOTO BY MATT SLOCUM/AP

Connecticut’s R.J. Cole, right, goes up for a shot against Villanova’s
Jermaine Samuels during the second half of an NCAA college basketball game, Saturday, Feb. 20, 2021, in Villanova, Pa. PHOTO BY MATT SLOCUM/AP

Point/Counterpoint: Is extended replay review in sports really worth it?
and Sebastian Garay-Ortega,
STAFF WRITER
sebastian.garay-ortega@dailycampus.
com

The use of instant replay by officials to determine calls actually
dates back to 1986 in the NFL, but
it was pretty short-lived and only
lasted five seasons. Then, in 1999
the NFL introduced coaches challenges, and the rest is history. Since
then, every professional sport, as
well as the most prominent college
sports have adopted a replay review
system to determine whether or
not officials got a call right. While
these systems have accomplished
the goal of making sure crucial calls
are correct, they have also caused
unintended consequences, such as
delays significantly disrupting the
flow of the game.
This week, we will debate whether the extended replay review systems we have in all sports today are
really all they’re cracked up to be.
Sebastian Garay-Ortega:
I’ll always be a staunch supporter
of video review, as it allows officials
to make the right call, and greatly limits the number of injustices
that occur in each respective sport.
Nonetheless, I’d be lying if I said

the amount of time that is spent
on these reviews does not bother
me to some extent, as this stoppage
can either kill the momentum of
one team, or give life to a side that
has no business being in the contest. Even so, this is something I
am willing to concede for the sole
purpose of making the right decision. For example, most people do
not like the long, dragged out process of legal cases, with pre-trial
proceedings taking weeks, months
or even years. Despite this, the reason as to why society accepts that is
because they’d rather see the correct decision be made, instead of a
rushed process that may come to
an incorrect conclusion. Additionally, the reality is that the courts
can also make the wrong decisions,
but, once again, we are willing to
accept this possibility in order to
bring justice to one side or another.
While sports may be quite trivial
when compared to the legal system,
it makes little sense to get rid of a
tool that strives to assist officials in
making the right decisions.
Danny Barletta:
I was a huge proponent for officials to use replay review in all sports
at the beginning of this decade after
consistently seeing botched calls.
The most famous example of this
was when Armando Galarraga of the
Detroit Tigers had his name robbed

ing out of bounds. Replay review is
wonderful in theory, but it needs to
be scaled back somehow to make the
viewing experience more enjoyable.
S G-O:

COURTESY OF @GIANTS ON TWITTER

from the history books when a bad
call at first base ruined his perfect
game in 2010. However, how I pictured replay review then is not what
it has become. The reason I wanted
to write about this topic this week is
because on Sunday, I tuned into the
end of the Boston Celtics-New Orleans Pelicans game. The final three
minutes of regulation and the five
minute overtime took about an hour
and 15 minutes to complete. That is
not an exaggeration. Eight minutes

UCONN SCOREBOARD

UPCOMING GAMES

Men’s basketball
Tuesday

vs.
Women’s BBall, Thursday, 5 p.m.
Omaha, Nebraska

vs.

70

57

vs.
Men’s hockey; Friday, 4 p.m.
Storrs, CT

of game time took 75 minutes of real
time, and the reason for it was that
every 30 seconds, there was a close
play that was either challenged or
that the officials decided to review.
That’s unacceptable in my opinion,
and it really makes the games brutal
to watch. What I anticipated as the
great answer to solve injustices in
sports has turned into analyzing five
angles of slow motion for 10 minutes to see if Jaylen Brown’s thumb
grazed the basketball as it was go-

If there is one thing I agree with,
it is the need to scale back, but
not in the amount of replay that is
used, rather in the time it takes for
a decision to be made. Specifically,
all major sports should allot a certain amount of time to be used for
each replay, or a maximum number
of repetitions an official may see for
a specific play. If this scenario was
to go through situations like the
one that occurred in the Celtics/
Pelicans game, where the contest
was unnecessarily dragged out, it
would be greatly reduced, or cease
to exist altogether. In addition to
the issue of time, one of the massive problems that video review
has failed to address is the inconsistency they have as it relates to
what they choose to review. For
example, in soccer, video assistant
referee may choose to review one
potential penalty decision, but flatout ignore another valid penalty
claim for the opposing team. This
perpetuates the mistrust and sour
attitudes towards VAR by supporters, as they begin to believe
that the system is out to get them.

See REPLAY, p. 10

Steven Y.

@kwmccabe

Man, when Jack and I met Big Red at last
year’s UConn-USF game, I had no idea we
wouldn’t be back at Gampel Pavilion for a
year (and counting).
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Trying to kill time before a 9 PM tip is
BRUTAL. #UConn
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@MikePaoooo
9 PM UConn games: COFFEE!
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@Simplystephyyyy
Ppl really bash Uconn like they didn’t
wish they went there shut up!
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